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About this Tour
In honor of the Black History Month, I created a new tour that encourages people to learn
about twenty-one exemplary individuals who made a lasting impression on ATL. This
interactive tour was modeled after a similar one I created last year called, Women of
Distinction: 20 Women Who Made a Lasting Impression on Atlanta. Both are self-guided
tours that you can take online or in person. The full experience has four components:
1. Multimedia Website that provides biographical information about each leader as well
as tips on how and where to connect with them. In some cases, the connecting point is
a street named in their honor that you can walk, bike or drive on. In others, it’s a
building or statue that you can visit.
2. Matching Quiz that will establish a baseline for you. Take this before and after you
have experienced the tour. Share with your friends and family to see how well they
know these leaders!
3. Interactive Map that identifies the locations of the various streets and monuments
that were named to commemorate their contribution to ATL.
4. Explorer’s Log that you can use to keep track of the places you visit.
As you make these connections you will develop a greater appreciation for the impact these
exemplars had on Atlanta. You will see and feel the city differently as you drive along the
streets that celebrate their lives. In so doing, you will honor their memories and the
sacrifices they made to make ATL and the world a better place for all of us.
Stay curious and keep exploring!
Steve Saenz, ATLsherpa
Atlanta, GA, February 2021
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MATCHING QUIZ
Use this matching quiz to see how many of the 21 exemplars you can identify…
A. Aaron, Hank

H. Hill, Jesse

O. Mays, Benjamin E.

B. Abernathy, Ralph David

I.

Hollowell, Donald Lee

P. Paschal, James & Robert

C. Bond, Julian

J.

Holmes, H. E.

Q. Pope, Roslyn

D. Boone, Joseph E.

K. Jackson, Maynard

R. Washington, Booker T.

E. Dobbs, John Wesley

L.

S. Wilkins, Domonique

F. DuBois, W.E.B.

M. Lewis, John

T. Williams, Hosea

G. Herndon, Alonzo

N. Lowery, Joseph

U. Young, Andrew

King, Martin Luther

1. This reverend was known as the “Dean of the Civil Rights Movement”
2.

This professor was the first African American to earn a doctorate from Harvard

3. This attorney was elected as the first black mayor at the age of 35
4. This ordained minister was a tireless advocate for the hungry and homeless
5. This former mayor was instrumental in getting the 1996 Olympic Games to be held in ATL
6. This native Parisian was known as the “Human Highlight Film”
7. This Atlanta native won a Nobel Peace Prize for his work on civil and human rights
8. This minister is credited with laying the intellectual foundations of the civil rights movement
9. 715 + 755
10. This life ins executive was the first black president of a chamber of commerce of a major city
11. These entrepreneurs built an iconic business in Castleberry Hill
12. This Baptist minister collaborated with King to create the Montgomery Improvement Assoc
13. This entrepreneur was born into slavery and one of the first black millionaires in America
14. This orator delivered a famous speech in Piedmont Park in 1895
15. This civil rights attorney and first black regional director of a federal agency (EEOC)
16. This political leader was known as the “Mayor of Auburn Avenue”
17. This Spelman alum penned a pivotal document that led to the Atlanta Student Movement
18. This stateman served in the U.S. House of Rep for Georgia's 5th congressional district
19. This Morehouse alum served 4 terms in the GA House of Rep and 6 in the GA State Senate
20. Dr. King named this reverend the chief negotiator of ‘Operation Breadbasket’
21. This surgeon was one of the first two black students admitted to the UGA

SCORE: I was able to identify _____ of the 21 leaders on ________________(date)
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